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CJA PANEL NEWS
I received authorization to bill in excess of the statutory maximum and permission to receive interim
payments prior to eVoucher. Why do I have to make that request again in eVoucher?

Prior to the District of Colorado’s conversion to eVoucher in June of 2016, counsel was required to file an
ex parte request to bill in excess of the statutory maximum and to receive interim payments. When the Clerk’s
Office was tasked with setting up eVoucher, prior authorizations were not recreated in individual cases on
counsel’s behalf, and for good reason. The responsibility to submit pre-existing authorizations, such as CJA
AUTH’S and CJA 26’s were correctly left with counsel of record.
So, how does eVoucher know that a previous authorization to bill in excess exists? It does not know until
counsel logs into eVoucher, recreates the CJA 26, and submits and receives court approval. And, until this is done,
eVoucher will not allow counsel to submit a CJA 20 in excess of the statutory maximum $10,000.
Below are some important facts to know about excess billing in eVoucher.
1. Before eVoucher, permission to bill in excess of the statutory cap and to receive interim payments was
sought through a single motion filed under seal in CMECF. You no longer need an Order granting interim
payments, however, in eVoucher you still need court approval, using a CJA 26, to bill in excess of the
statutory cap. The cap is currently $10,000 for felony cases. Since the inception of eVoucher, there are
no CJA docket entries in CMECF. EVoucher is now the sole repository for all CJA billing documents.
2. While it is no longer necessary to file a motion for interim payments in any type of case, complex or
simple, we do request that you limit interim billing to a minimum of $3,000.00, or every three months,
whichever comes first.
3. Before eVoucher, some courts granted permission to bill in excess of the stat cap without setting new caps,
leaving, in effect, open caps. eVoucher does not permit open caps. Thus, when seeking permission to bill
in excess of the statutory cap, counsel must propose a new cap. Look at this system as one would when
billing against a retainer. When it appears the bill is approaching the existing cap, counsel must again seek
permission to exceed the cap via a new CJA 26.
4. Not sure what to suggest for the new cap? Please feel free to consult with the Coordinating Attorney.
5. Until a CJA26 request to exceed the stat cap is granted, and until a new cap is set in eVoucher, the default
cap for billing in eVoucher is the applicable statutory cap. Please see www.cocja.org for the schedule of
statutory caps.
6. It is recognized that counsel may incur fees in excess of an existing billing cap due to the press of a
running a busy practice. When this happens, it will be important to have the new CJA20 ready to upload
into the CJA26, to support the CJA26 request. Counsel should always have a CJA20 opened in “My Active
Documents.” It is easy to use the CJA20 as an open billing program. Just remember to click “SAVE” after
entering time. Note that following the approval of the CJA 26, you must still independently submit the
new CJA 20 in order to get paid. Submission of the CJA 26 does not generate payment.

Below are instructions on how to enter a CJA26, with a focus on cases where there is prior, pre-eVoucher
authorization to bill in excess of the statutory maximum.
********
Log onto eVoucher. On your Home page, locate the case under My Appointments. Click on the blue link to the
case.
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You may now create a new voucher. In the CJA-26 box, click on Create.

Every eVoucher form has 4 pages: 1) Basic Info; 2) Justification; 3) Documents; and 4) Confirmation. On the
Basic Info page, fill in the applicable, known information in the blue box. Do not worry if the case is too young to
complete all of the boxes. Be sure to request a new payment cap (i.e., above the default cap). eVoucher does not
interface with the old billing database, so it does not “know” how much as previously been paid. eVoucher begins
at a base of zero payments and the applicable default statutory maximum payment. When payment has been made
pre-eVoucher, please report the sum of those payments in the CJA26 under Public/Attorney Notes on the
confirmation page, and again in the CJA 20 in the same box.. It would be helpful to upload all previous paid
vouchers and the previous authorization to bill in excess of the cap into Documents.
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As with all Voucher prep, be sure to click on Save at the bottom of each page before moving on.

Click on Next. Use the Justification page to set out the case for increasing the payment cap. It is helpful to note the
docket number of the pre-eVoucher order for interim payments and excess fees.

Save.
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Click on Next. On the Documents page, browse for your document, and complete the description. Upload all
supporting documents. In this example, the pre-eVoucher interim payments and excess fee order, along with the
Order Declaring Case Complex, are uploaded.

Save. Click on Next. Complete the Confirmation page. Be sure to click on Save before Submit.

Once the CJA26 is submitted, it will appear in the “My Submitted Documents” box on counsel’s Home Page.
Once it is approved, the voucher will move to the “My Closed Documents” box. You will be able to see if the
Court approved the entire amount you requested. It is important to check eVoucher to monitor the progress of
any submitted voucher.
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Once the CJA 26 is approved, the CJA20 may be submitted. On the CJA20 Claim Status page, be sure to identify
which interim payment is being sought. If this information is not accurately reported, the CJA20 will be rejected
by the Coordinating Attorney.

Keep this newletter handy and use it as a guide when it is time to complete a CJA 26. There are also training
modules in eVoucher under the Links tab. The “Training Materials” link answers common questions. As always,
feel free to contact either of us for help.
Finally, Leo will be doing a presentation at the end of the day of training on November 4th. If you haven’t
registered for the training yet (a lot of you have!), go to www.cocja.org and find the registration form under
Training and Resources. The cost is only $25.00 for this full day of useful training, including an hour of ethics.
Thanks for all you do for your clients!

Leo Griffard
CJA Coordinating Attorney
Leo_Griffard@fd.org

Shawna Geiger
Training Director
Shawna_Geiger@fd.org
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